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Two meteorites (Mount Baldr 1 and 2, or Mount Baldr a
and b) were collected from the bare-ice area west of Mount

Baldr. Nine meteorites were found and collected from the
bare-ice area west of the Allan Hills. These meteorites have
been named Allan Hills 1 to 9 (Allan Hills a to z). The
largest one is Allan Hills i (or 9), 407 kilograms. Allan Hills
b (2) is iron, and Allan Hills e (5) is achondrite, whereas all
the others are chondrites.

Antarctic search for meteorites

W.A. CASSIDY

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

Before 1969 only four meteorites had been found in all of
Antarctica (Mawson, 1915; Tolstikov, 1961; Duke, 1965;
Ford and Tabor, 1971); these are listed in table 1. In 1969,
members of the Tenth Japanese Antarctic Research Expedi-
tion discovered nine meteorites lying on the ice near the
Queen Fabiola Moun tains* (Yoshida et al., 1971). The in-

aThe U.S. Board on Geographic Names officially recognizes the
mountain range at 71 030'S. 35°40'E. as the Queen Fabiola
Mountains. Japanese workers routinely refer to this range as the
Yamato Mountains, and to the meteorites found there as the
Yamato meteorites. Here I use the U.S. nomenclature for the
mountains and the currently accepted nomenclature for the
meteorites.

triguing feature of their find was that these meteorites did
not come from a single shower - five or six different
meteorite types were represented among them.

Searches have been made at the same locality during three
succeeding field seasons, and the Japanese collection from
that site now totals an incredible 992 specimens (Shiraishi et
al., 1976; Yanai, 1976; Yanai, personal communication).
Many of these probably are members of a number of
showers, and the meteorites found so far may represent only
30 to 300 individual falls. It is abundantly clear, however,
that an abnormal concentration of meteorites exists in that
part of Antarctica.

During field season 1976-1977, I was principal in-
vestigator on a search for meteorites in areas accessible by
helicopter from McMurdo Station. My co-investigator was
Edward Olsen of the Field Museum of Natural History,
Pittsburgh. We were joined by Keizo Yanai, of the Japan
National Institute of Polar Research, who had been
associated with some of the Yamato meteorite searches and
had led one of them. We planned to try to find meteorite
concentrations similar to the one at the Queen Fabiola
Mountains, 3,200 kilometers away.

When we began the field season we knew that two of the
pre-1969 antarctic meteorites had not been found on rock or
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in moraine: the Thiel Mountains pallasite had been found
on blue ice, and the Adlie Land chondrite had been found
in a slight depression on hard snow. The great majority of
the Yamato meteorites, however, had been found on bare
blue ice (some few had been found on blue ice mixed with
morainal fragments). In the vicinity of McMurdo, blue ice is
found often in glaciers moving through the Transantarctic
Mountains and as patches in the interface region between
this range and the continental ice sheet. Our program was to
search as many blue-ice areas as we could in the available
time.

Takesi Nagata, director of the Japan National Institute
for Polar Research, visited McMurdo briefly in late
November and early December, and he and Dr. Yanai
searched parts of the upper Taylor Glacier, without success.
It seemed reasonable to expect that some of the small
glaciers coming part way down the dry valleys would have
been transporting meteorites for long periods and depositing
them in their terminal moraines. Following this reasoning,
our party camped at the foot of Wright Upper Glacier,
where we spent some fruitless days searching the terminal
moraine, as well as the surface of the glacier. Part of the ter-
minal moraine was also searched with a mine detector,
without result. This was not particularly discouraging to us
because we had already found two meteorites: at the time
the helicopter had put us in we had also flown up to the
small glacier lying between Mount Baldr and Mount Flem-
ing, which was to be our next campsite. This patch of ice oc-
cupies a hanging valley over the upper reaches of Wright
Upper Glacier. We had almost immediately found two
meteorites on the ice; each was first sighted by Dr. Yanai.
They apparently were different types of chondrite, lying
about 700 meters apart. Thus, we could say that we had
found two meteorites during our first 20 minutes in the
field. Unfortunately, we did not find any more for the next 6
weeks.

Our search of the ice patch next to Mount Baldr disclosed
only that we had already found its two meteorites. During
succeeding weeks we searched ice patches above the
Airdevronsix Icefalls, which is the main source of Wright
Upper Glacier, and an extensive plateau area of blue ice
around Mount Dewitt. We also were able to get helicopter-
assisted surveys over a large area of blue ice at Mount Crean
and some smaller patches near Carapace Nunatak, all
without result.

In a final endeavor, we flew to an extensive blue ice field
on the plateau side of the Allan Hills and almost immediate-
ly began finding meteorites. Because we now had time
limitations, we asked the pilot to set up a search pattern and

taxi slowly over the ice at about 10 meters altitude. We
found that under those conditions he could see pebbles as
small as 2 centimeters in diameter lying on the ice. The area
of this ice patch is about 100 square kilometers, and in 4
hours of aerial searching over this exposure we found what
may be as many as nine meteorites. The last one, a
hypersthene chondrite, was found as 33 fragments scattered
over an area of about 4,500 square meters. The largest frag-
ment weighed 114 kilograms, and the parts summed to 407
kilograms (table 2).

The total weight of meteoritic material we recovered was
461.5 kilograms. Excluding the exceptional 407-kilogram
specimen, the average weight of our meteorites was 5
kilograms. There is an interesting contrast here with the
Yamato meteorite finds, which, although many in number,
have a total weight of about 100 kilograms and an average
specimen weight of 100 grams. It seems likely that many of
these meteorites are small individuals from large showers.
While this would explain why the Japanese teams have
found so many small meteorites, it would not explain the
relative lack of large meteorites in the collection. At both
sites, however, we are still dealing with the statistics of small
numbers of large specimens, and the apparent discrepancy
may disappear with further collecting.

Based on our field results, we conclude that local concen-
trations of meteorites can be found at many sites in Antarc-
tica. The most favorable places to search are areas where
blue ice is exposed and is disappearing by ablation, so that
meteorites are left behind on the surface, rather than mov-
ing away by flow and carrying included meteorites along
with it. At the Allan Hills for example, the ice could be flow-
ing against a barrier it cannot get around. At the Mount
Baldr site the situation is more clearcut. The glacier on
which we found the meteorites feeds down onto Wright Up-
per Glacier, but is much less important a source of ice for
Wright Upper Glacier than is the Airdevronsix Icefalls. The
mass of ice from the latter source merges with the ice coming
from the Mount Baldr source, and the two form a medial
moraine. This medial moraine very soon cuts across the
front of the Mount Baldr icefall and joins the lateral
moraine of the Wright Upper Glacier. This is a strong in-
dication that the Mount Baldr glacier currently contributes
nothing to the Wright Upper Glacier and is stagnant.

Meteorites we have recovered are being classified and
described. We are also filling a number of requests for
research material for such investigations as trace element
analysis, determination of time since fall, primordial lead
isotope ratio determinations, and magnetic studies.

Table 1. Antarctic meteorites found before 1969.

Name	 Type	Wt.(g)	Latitude	Longitude	Date of find
Adlie Land	 Chondrite	1,021	67011 'S.	142023'E	1912
Lazarev	 Iron	 10,000	71°57'S.	11°30'E.	1961
Thiel Mountain	 Pallasite	28,600	85°27'S.	900W.	 1962
Neptune Mountains	Iron	 1,070	83°15 'S.	550W.	 1964
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Table 2. Initial data on meteorites found during 1976-1977 field season.

Field collection nos. a	Typeb	Wt.(g)	Latitude	Longitude

MB-i	 Chond.	4,108	77035'02''S	160019'35''E

MB-2	 Chond.	13,782	77039'02''S	160022'25''E

AH-i	 Chond.	20,151	76°39'27' 'Sc	159033'15' 'Ec

AH-2	 Iron	1,510	76°39'27' 'c	159°33'16' 'E

AH-3	 Chond.	10,495	76047'29''S	159026'44''E

AH-4	 Chond.	 305	76045'16''S	159020'12''E

AH-5	 Achond.	1,425	76037'02''S	159°21'46''E

AH-6	 Chond.	1,137	76038'47''S	159022'57 'E

AH-7	 Chond.	410	76040'08''S	159021'46''E

AH-8	 Chond.	1,150	76039'27''S	159018'14''E

AH-9	 Chond.	407,041	76043'14''S	159°17'39' 'S

AH = Allan Hills. MB = Mount Baldr.
bAchond = Achondrite. Chond. = Chondrite.
cAH . 1 and AH . 2 were found 80 meters apart and were therefore assigned the same geographic coordinates.

During the coming field season we hope to investigate
blue

	studies in the South
blue ice patches somewhat farther north along the interface
zone between the polar ice plateau and the Transantarctic	Orkney Islands: R/V Hero Cruise
Mountains.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-	 77.1, January 1977
tion grant DPP 76-10800.
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R/V Hero departed Puerto Beigrano, Argentina, on 5
January 1977, bound for the South Orkney Islands. Geologic
work was performed 12 through 31 January 1977 on Corona -

*Alphabetical order,
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